TYPO3 Core - Story #84364
Epic # 84101 (Closed): The core must provide configurable structures for both pages and elements out of the box

As editor, I want to use D'n'D and work with less as possible page reloads to be more productive
2018-03-16 17:21 - Andreas Steiger

Status:

Closed

Start date:

Priority:

Must have

Due date:

Assignee:

2018-03-16

% Done:

0%

Backend User Interface

Estimated time:

0.00 hour

TYPO3 Version:

9

Tags:

PHP Version:

7.2

Sprint Focus:

Category:
Target version:

Description
As editor, I want to move via drag&drop rows above or below other rows, because I want to reorder my content in a simple way
As editor, I want to move via drag&drop every CE to another position, because I want to reorder my content in a simple way
As editor, I want to move via drag&drop columns across rows, because I want to reorder my content in a simple way
As editor, I want to move via drag&drop every CE/column/row across pages without leaving my current page
As editor, I want to move/copy/delete via drag&drop CEs of complete rows/cols, to reorganize content in bigger steps in a
simple way
Related issues:
Related to TYPO3 Core - Feature #78931: Use ajax in place of page refresh for...

New

2016-12-09

Related to TYPO3 Core - Bug #89678: After creating a new content element in p...

New

2019-11-13

Related to TYPO3 Core - Feature #80613: Add possibility to hide/unhide elemen...

New

2017-03-31

History
#1 - 2018-03-16 17:22 - Andreas Steiger
- Related to Epic #84101: The core must provide configurable structures for both pages and elements out of the box added
#2 - 2018-03-16 17:38 - Jo Hasenau
- Parent task set to #84101
#3 - 2018-03-19 15:29 - Alexander Opitz
- Subject changed from As an editor, I want to adapt the amount of cols and rows of my page layout to As editor, I want to use D'n'D and work with
less as possible page reloads to be more productive
- Description updated
- Target version deleted (9 LTS)
#4 - 2018-03-19 15:36 - Andreas Steiger
- Description updated
#5 - 2019-04-09 21:33 - Riccardo De Contardi
- Related to Feature #78931: Use ajax in place of page refresh for more actions in the backend added
#6 - 2020-03-12 11:29 - Georg Ringer
- Status changed from New to Closed
#7 - 2020-07-15 11:56 - Sybille Peters
- Related to Feature #75462: Retain scroll position after deleting/hiding a content element added
#8 - 2020-07-15 12:05 - Sybille Peters
- Related to Bug #89678: After creating a new content element in page module, scroll back to where I left added
#9 - 2020-07-15 12:38 - Sybille Peters
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- Related to Feature #80613: Add possibility to hide/unhide elements in the page module without reload added
#10 - 2020-07-15 12:44 - Sybille Peters
- Related to deleted (Feature #75462: Retain scroll position after deleting/hiding a content element)
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